1. Hold puzzle by wide end of scroll and turn sideways. Make sure triangle is in front.

2. Bring ring up from bale, over both ovals. Put bead end of scroll through ring. See Fig. 2.

3. Put ring through oval 1, then over bead end. See Fig. 3.

4. Allow ring to fall into center of bale. See Fig 4.

5. Bring ring up toward bead with oval 1 going through ring. Pass ring over bead end. Ring now sits on scroll between ovals.

6. Pass ring through oval 1, then over bead to remove. See Fig 5.

REASSEMBLY:

Hold puzzle in the same way as for solving, with the triangle in front.

Start by passing the ring over the bead end of the scroll, then through oval 1.

Pass ring over bead and bring to center of bale. Then bring ring up toward wide end of scroll, with oval 2 passing through the ring.

*Here’s the tricky part:* Put ring through oval 1 and over bead end. The hanging rings must pass through the ring first. If the puzzle seems jammed, this step was not done correctly. Try it again. Keep the triangle in front.

Make sure the ring is out of oval 1. Then pass ring over bead end and down both ovals to return to the start position on the bale.